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Congratulations Wyant College of Optical Sciences Class of 2021! Today we recognize and honor your accomplishments and success in pursuit of your degrees. And your extraordinary commitment and resilience in completing your studies despite the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic. Whether your degree is a Bachelor of Science, Master of Science, or Doctorate, you are all at an exciting point in your lives as you prepare to launch the next phase of your careers.

You will be joining a remarkable community of alumni of the Wyant College of Optical Sciences that is now nearly 3200 degrees strong, together comprising a major portion the backbone of the optics and photonics expertise and industry in the USA. You’ll find that they will welcome you and support your continued success.

The opportunities in Optics and Photonics continue to expand at astounding pace. Your careers will span from fundamental discovery in the mysteries of quantum optics to life-saving advances in biomedical optics; from satellite imaging and unmanned space probes to nanoscale printing for next-generation integrated circuits; from 3D sensing for autonomous systems to architecting the future quantum internet; from unprecedented optical sensors to crafting the largest telescopes in the history of mankind.

In your lifetimes you will imagine and innovate solutions that today appear impossible. You will discover things that we cannot even imagine today. Yet it is your engagement as a whole person, both professionally and in your private lives, that will define you. And as your career comes into focus, I’m sure that you will reflect and give back to the community that has supported your success by using your remarkable talent, insight, and collegiality to improve the world for those around you.

You will indeed be Lighting Our Future!

Thomas L. Koch, Dean and Professor of the Wyant College of Optical Sciences
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RECOGNIZING OUTSTANDING GRADUATING STUDENTS

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENTS
Ashish Singh, Aerospace Engineering
Alex Alvarez, Biomedical Engineering
KC Shasteen, Biosystems Engineering
Jonathan Harris, Chemical Engineering
Abolfazl Karimpour, Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics
Terrance Pat, Electrical & Computer Engineering
Ali Hossein Mardi, Environmental Engineering
Majedeh Alawadhi, Industrial Engineering
Catherine Klesner, Materials Science & Engineering
Patrick Essay, Systems & Industrial Engineering
Majedeh/Jude Alawadhi, Systems & Industrial Engineering

OUTSTANDING SENIORS
Paxton Tomooka, Aerospace Engineering
Hayden Young, Architectural Engineering
Jocelyne Rivera, Biomedical Engineering
Meghan Marlowe, Biosystems Engineering
Abby Severance, Chemical Engineering
Adam Bishop, Civil Engineering
Nicolas Ramos, Electrical & Computer Engineering
Sarah Huggins-Hubbard, Engineering Management
Jonathan Romero, Environmental Engineering
Celeste Williams, Industrial Engineering
Lauren Moghimi, Materials Science & Engineering
Patrick Eschenfelder, Mechanical Engineering
Ryan Amos, Mining Engineering
Sarah Labat, Systems Engineering

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANTS
Mohsen Azimi, Aerospace & Mechanical Engineering
Qiuchen Zhang, Aerospace & Mechanical Engineering
Jiayan Huo, Biomedical Engineering
Alanna Zubler, Biosystems Engineering
Connor Stahl, Chemical & Environmental Engineering
Spencer Browne, Civil & Architectural Engineering & Mechanics
Dhruv Gajaria, Electrical & Computer Engineering
Maisha Hafiz, Electrical & Computer Engineering
Jiajia Wu, Mining & Geological Engineering
Chad George, Systems & Industrial Engineering
Youssef Elsakkary, Systems & Industrial Engineering

ENGINEERING AMBASSADORS
Andrew Bradley, Aerospace Engineering
Amanda Fordyce, Aerospace Engineering
Kailie Szewczyk, Aerospace Engineering
Shiann Claridge, Architectural Engineering
Emma Kelley, Architectural Engineering
Kirsten Basset, Biomedical Engineering
Grace Heffernon, Biomedical Engineering
Monique Martinez, Biomedical Engineering
Kelly McCarthy, Biomedical Engineering
Rafael Romero, Biomedical Engineering
Kayleigh Ruberto, Biomedical Engineering

Meghan Marlowe, Biosystems Engineering
Sami Batyou, Chemical Engineering
Mirella Vindiola, Chemical Engineering
Celeste Williams, Industrial Engineering
Lauren Moghimi, Materials Science & Engineering
Michaela Guardado, Mechanical Engineering
Kendall Staring, Mechanical Engineering
Ryan Amos, Mining Engineering
McKenzie Jones, Systems Engineering
Rina Romero, Systems Engineering
RECOGNIZING OUTSTANDING GRADUATING STUDENTS

OPTICAL SCIENCES VIP STUDENTS

UNDERGRADUATE VALEDICTORIANS
Christer Everly
Natalie Kay Schultz
Michael Snow

GRADUATE VALEDICTORIANS
Travis Sawyer
Ryker Eads
Phil Scott

WILDCAT AWARD FOR PERSEVERANCE
Alyssa Baller

OUTSTANDING SENIOR
Dominique Galvez

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANTS
Ravn Jenkins
Khawlah Al Yahyaei
Shelbi Jenkins
Jingwei Zhao

OPTICAL SCIENCES COLLEGE AMBASSADORS
Stephanie Arouh
Dawson Baker
Emily Finan
Page King
Nick Lyons
Travis Sawyer

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

SENIORS – TAU BETA PI
Savannah Armstrong, Mechanical Engineering
Shubhangi Awashti, Biomedical Engineering
Joseph Emmett, Electrical & Computer Engineering
Dominique Galvez, Optical Sciences & Engineering
Ryan Jarick, Electrical & Computer Engineering
Matthew Johnson, Aerospace Engineering
Daniel Kotlyar, Mechanical Engineering
Sarah Labat, Systems Engineering
Alex Maggio, Electrical & Computer Engineering
Elizabeth Major, Chemical Engineering
Jennifer Nadolski, Electrical & Computer Engineering
Elyce Pimentel, Civil Engineering
Natalie Sampson, Biomedical Engineering
Natalie Shultz, Optical Sciences & Engineering
George Stancu, Aerospace Engineering
Erik Struckmeyer, Materials Science & Engineering
Adam Tejada, Mechanical Engineering
Nathan Thomas, Mechanical Engineering
Erik Tollefson, Biomedical Engineering
Paxton Tomoka, Aerospace Engineering

GRADUATE STUDENTS – TAU BETA PI
Rakn Alsheail, Engineering Management (MS)
Sayali Mangale, Industrial Engineering (MS)
Laqshya Taneja, Mechanical Engineering (MS)

ENGINEERING STUDENT COUNCIL
Tyler Gleesing, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Tiffany Hamilton, Chemical Engineering
Lindsey Koebel, Aerospace Engineering
Tiffany Ma, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dashiel Pudwill, Aerospace Engineering
Madi Reum, Chemical Engineering
Erik Struckmeyer, Materials Science and Engineering
Christian Tagle, Mechanical Engineering
Riley Wagner, Systems and Industrial Engineering
AEROSPACE SYSTEMS

Master of Engineering
Alvaro de Lera Alvarez
Dominic Rey Valverde
Luis Vaquero Garcia

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science
Eric Aguilar
Robert Andrew Asman
Matt Banko
Drew Bradley
Jake Thomas Brazelton
Isaac Bonrostro Charcos
Amanda Jae Fordyce
Eric Aguilar
Robert Andrew Asman
Matt Banko
Drew Bradley
Jake Thomas Brazelton
Isaac Bonrostro Charcos
Amanda Jae Fordyce

Master of Science
Steven Dominic Anderson
Wesley Ronald Bohult
Jorge Alberto Castro Maldonado
Garrett Andrew Kay
Arth Pande

Doctor of Philosophy
Anthony Paul Haas
Shirzad Hosseinverdi

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science
Michael Anthony Acosta
Shiann McInzy Claridge
Emma Katherine Kelley
Maria Jose Quintero Yepes
Emmanuel Romero
Dylan Jeffrey Telford
Hayden Mackenzie Young

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science
Hameeda Muneer Al Saif
Shubhangi Awasthi
Nick Bai
Jakob Adam Olof Bakall Loewgren
Kirsten Lynn Bassett
Kaleb James Bowers
Shaun Michael Brown
Ben Carpenter
Carmela Compuesto
Karam Samer Elali
Gerardo Figueroa
Austin Edward Fisher
Sarah Alison Gilliam
Alexandra Marie Heald
Amanda Lynn Heald
Grace Marie Heffernon
Tyler Donald Hertenstein
Destiny Starr Hodges
Hannah Rose Johnson
Megan Ann Johnson
Thomas Christopher LaMantia Jr.
Cassidy Marie Mannier
Monique Martinez
Andrew Phillip Masciola
Kelly Flynn McCarthy
Logan James Morales
Federico Pederson
Valeria Guadalupe Rascon
Melissa Rose Requist
Jocelyne Rivera
Rafael Romero
Kayleigh Ruberto
Babak Safavinia
Natalie Michelle Sampson
Alexis Algeria Silver
Nate Smith
Joshua Thomas Somerville-Shull
Simon Teweldemedhin Tcle
Thomas Avery Telles
Gabriela Ohlmaier Thornton
Erik Scott Tollesfon
Daniel Robert Wieland
Brian Lu Zhang
Avery Zhou

Master of Science
Patarajarin Akarapipad
Amirhossein Azami
Audrey Tamra Cohen
Miguel Fermaint
Andrew Peter Filliberti
Sohil Gopal
Gianna Alexandria Jordan
Angela Rae Maclsaac
Caitlin Moffett
Jen Ngo
Charles Brigham Perkins
Frederick Schroeder
Jack Patrick Vincent
Ryan Stephen Zehausern

Doctor of Philosophy
Alex Alvarez
Chris Camp
Andrea Elizabeth Deranek
Loi Do
Vic Panil Keschrurmrus
David Storms Knoff
Danya Pradeep Kumar
Chet Preston

BIOSYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science
Gustavo Aguilar Velez
Nujud Saud Alharbi
Elena Ruth Ball
Ryan Thomas Bente
Torin Hodge
Emma Rose Huffman
Kristine Hope Jones
Meghan Lauren Marlowe
Kate Michelle Stalkfleet

Master of Science
Justin Hyunjae Chung
Lia Noel Crocker
Antonio Gutierrez-Jaramillo
Danielle Samantha-Louise Hoare
Caroline Claire Schulte
KC Shasteen
Hailey Alixandra Stock
Jorge Armando Sugich Prandini
Alanna Victoria Zubler

Doctor of Philosophy
Kattika Kaarj
Hadiqa Maqsood
Rebekah Waller
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science
Nurfazrina Abdul Muin
Mohammed Ali Alaish
Faisal Abdulaziz Algannass
Ayman Mohammed Alhaiji
Mohammed Nabil Al-hashim
Mohammad Almahrour
Mohamed Almehei
Mustafa Mohammed Almuallim
Mohamed Abdulatif Almusabbeh
Abdul Alqahtani
Kareem Alsenan
Muath Ali Alzahrani
Robert Anthony Ancheta Jr.
Abbass Bah
Cory Lance Baracaldo
Abdulrahman Sami Batyour
Sky Emil Benitez-Triner
Zach Bosley
Cameron Bradley
Adrian Taylor Cabalfin
Estefania Camacho Garcia
Connor A. Casey
Ramon Castrejon Miranda
Marissa Francesca Conn Minister
Emily Larsen Cosgriff
Aaron Antone Deschner Jr.
Jarrett Robert Dutton
Jane Leigh Fairchild
Paul Feliciano
Joshua Fleetwood
Carly Michelle Golisch
Alex Gomez
Tiffani Nicole Hamilton
Anthony Xavier Holman
Salim Jalaleddine
Andy Kamrowski
Colin Andrew Kelly
Dylan Koch
Justin Christopher Koehler
Krysta Vida Kramer
Jodi Elizabeth Kreiner
Cody Justin Liebeskind
Eashley Kevin Lozano
Abdel Madina
Elizabth Lauren Major
Sahil Luke Mallavarapu
Cameron Scott Malloy
Francisco Eduardo Martinez
Seth Andrew Miller
Jose Eduardo Montanez Jr.
Julia Ann Moore
Isabel Ceara Murphy
Omar Mustafa Najdi
Shivali Naran
Henry Hobart Nordbrock
Jemael Nzihou
Efe-Oghene Ogbaudu
Tanner Alan Palomarez
Mary Paris
Richard David Pepel
Pablo Nicolas Quero Romero

Bachelor of Science (continued)
Eliah Karchner Rallison
Madison Leigh Reum
Chris Rodriguez Jr.
Jonathon Russell
Dane Alizair Santana
Kayla Marina Scaramella
Abby Severance
Anas Abdulkarim Sharafi
Gahl L. Shuster
Andrew Jacob Stafford
Jake Stevens
Jessica Lauren Unwin
Nicole Van Overmeiren
Thomas Villescas
Mirella Paulette Vindiola
Jalen Anthony Volz
Chase Hunter Wiles
Aaron Royce Wolford
Lenny Wong
Mikas Zappia

Master of Science
Jessica Lynn Peebles
Devon Julius Schmitt
Andrew David Smith
Vivian Trinh

Doctor of Philosophy
Marwan M Abduljawad
Abdulmonam Aldhaif
Alexis Gray
Jonathan Harris
Connor Thomas Stahl

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science
Dominique Paul Abella
Halal Al Mohsen
Chhouhan Banh
Raymond Phillip Barrales
Ryan Beske
Leo Clashin Bia
Adam Bruce Bishop
Imraan Bokhari
Spencer Ulysses Browne
Kyle Ethan Calaguas
Prokorb Chanek
Ahmed Elkasaby
Valery Ivette Gonzalez
Ethan James Harper
Jorge Andres Iga Cesar
Rick In
Eugene Younghun Ju
Marco Antonio Lastra
Emma Jo Lenarz
Cesar Maldonado
Alex Martinez
Ro Martinez
Akash Mehta
Victor Pa
Elyce Pimentel
Alejandro Pulido
Marwan Mohammad Sami Sr.
Vichetsocare Someil
Gunnar Hoertz Stahmer
Josh Swain
Jose Luis Verdugo Jasso
Ponleu Ya Yin

CIVIL ENGINEERING & ENGINEERING MECHANICS

Master of Engineering
Cokola Jack Lukeba

Master of Science
Ammon Cadoga

Doctor of Philosophy
Xiaofeng Li
Brian Snider-Simon
ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science
Mohmed Othman Albalbisi
Ahmed Abdulkarim Alraeesi
Mohammed Alyousef
Nushin Anwar
Reeshad Arian
Ian Louis Bell
Bob Bradford
Shaun Michael Brown
Zepeng Cai
Ezra James Carnes
Miguel Angel Castro Gonzalez
Carter Conway
Jeremiah Layton Cunningham
Jalea Adrienne Dashiell
Wei Deng
Joseph Christian Emnett
Bennett Bradley Estrada
Cole Josef Galloway
Sofia Garmez
Robert Daniel Gauthier
Tyler Glen Gleesing
Maksim Dmitrievich Gusev
Fernando Gutierrez
Nicholas John Hammond
Ryan William Hammond
Caleb Robert Henry
Tia Skye Hunt
Leslie Ibarra Borboa
Marco Elias Lacson Jacob
Ryan Lee Janick
Alex Jin
Carl Philip Jones
Jack Andrew Kerr
Justin Kim
Spencer Kittredge
Lewis William Koplon
Marc Adam Kragnes
Parker Riley Lawson
Tiffany Tinyee Ma
Alex Maggio
Celeste Hannah Maher
Susana Jade Mar
Bo McAllister
Shannon Marie McCoy
Braden Abel Means
Jacob Simon Merki
Nick Murachanian
Jennifer Nadolski
Adam Tucker Newell
Nathan Lam Ngo
James Nguyen
Jacob Celso Padilla
Rohan Raskilal Patel
Carlos Perez
Brendan Duy Pham
Austin Tyler Pierson
Nick Ramos
Joshua Zion Reck
Jonathan Edward Rickel
Cooper Joseph Ryan

Bachelor of Science (continued)
Anthony James Sanchez
Noas M. Shaalan
Ben Stelter
Ryan Svedberg
Kevin Christopher Thompson
Oanh Tran
Brandon Truong
Hector Rosendo Urena
Ignacio Vazquez Lam
Nicholas Owen Watson
Samson Tiburon Weisbrod
Ethan Edward Winkler
Lu Yu
Shengrui Zhang

Master of Science
Almutasim Billa Abdullah Alanazi
Mohammad Safayat Ali
Sulaiman Ashraf
Odet Augustin
Michael Thomas Bahns
Christian Adolfo Becerra
Paul A Biho Mboog
Jacob Bourgogne
Greg Brandelli
Zhao Yang Bu
Michelle Carroll
David Chong Chan
Manuelito Tahlowah Chief
James A. Cole
Alex Colpo
Heriberto De La Cruz
Amanda Lenn Denton
Mitchell James Dzurick
James Felderhoff
Michael Patrick Feldt
Sahachel Jesus Flores
Dema Nua Govalla
Srishti Gupta
Milan Christiana Higgs
Michael Inouye
Robert Cole Kirk
Wesley Preston Krafft
Henry Lee
Joel F. Marquez
Jared Alan Marrs
Maclain Andrew Marsh
John Morgan
Jacob Henry Niccum
Paul Niman
Andrew Mark Rathbun
Tieerny Jaqueline Rubenow
Rory Hewitt Scobie
Rachael Trucell Seedenburg
Daniyal Uzair Siddiqui
Kaden Jacob Skow
Abdi Tasir
Robert Patrick Tellander
David Allen Tondre
Christine Elisabeth Wiltbank

Doctor of Philosophy
Nadir Amin Rascon
Mete Eray
Xin Gao
Samuel Thomas Hess
Adnan Kantemur
Kyle Kuan
Teh Lai
Li Li
Heng Liu
Nathan M. Madsen
Jean de Dieu Mutangana
Ture Peken
Aakarsh Rao
Nitish Raveendran
Islam Samy Mohamed Shaban
Sicong Shao
Minghun Sun
Bruce Webb
Xin Xiao
Jaikai Yu
JianBo Zhao
Tianchi Zhao
Ahmed Mahmoud Salama Ziane
ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

Bachelor of Science
Kaetlin Marie Archibald
Sarah Huggins-Hubbard
Yonghan Luo
Nicholas Matthew Ortega
Carter Matthew Ruff
Coby Albert Scheidemantel

Master of Science
Rakan Alsheail
Zijn Chen
Nathan Anthony Klinicki
Mustafa Khalid Mamerji
Shepherd Ikaikakekilani Okamura
Micah Orr
Holly Nicole Pendexter
Drew Clayton Rowe
Nicole Marie Santimauro
Preston Conley Shelton
Oleksandr Vladyka
Andrew Keith Webb

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science
Siria Camacho
Gabriela Maris Diaz
Jenna Nicole Livingston
Jonathan Manuel Romero

Master of Science
Anton Gomeniuc
Joleen Maile Iwako Liftee Shiroma
Shruti Singh
Erica Vanover
Stanley Wong

Doctor of Philosophy
Alberto Cuevas Robles
Ali Hossein Mardi
Luis Huizar Jr.
Kalyani Vikas Jog
Nivrutti Hitendra Lakhey

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science
Shahad Abbatain
Nur Aysah Abbas
Bimo Aditya
Abdulrahman Mohammed Alabdullah
Fatmah Alabdullah
Mohammed Alawami
Mohammed A H M R Alazemi
Mohammed Alboori
Feras Hussain Aldubaisy
Othman Ali Alghannam
Mohammad A A KH Alhaddad
Abdulwahab Khaled Alkhateeb
Ahmad Saud M Alkhomri
Ali Yousef Alqattan Sr.
Saood Alsebeey
Manayer Haitham Alshammari
Abdullah Alwasmi Sr.
Odia Paska Apriliana
Jo Arai
Gemintang Asri
Erni Dwi Astuti
Windy Puji Astutik
Bambang Tri Atmojo
Hawraa Abdullah Bahzad
Abdulaziz Bawazir
Suryo Bimantoro
Imam Maghfir Ramadhan Burhanuddin
Taufiq Candra
Fiella Pramysilia Citra
Krishna Dhama
Samuel Curtis Erickson
Rizal Ari Fando
Intan Fauziah
Sylvania Mulia Fauziyyah
Handy Ferdian
Juned Ritzy Firmansyah
Rosa Amelia Fitri
Vanessa Caroline Friedman
Angelica Maria Gutierrez
Hussain Ali A A M J Hadi
Ellen Dianna Hales
Melly Desfa Handayani
Zahra Ali Hassan
Annisa Nur Hayati
Ananda Heryni
Dina Amalia Hizwati
Stanford Royal Hurley
Alexus Nicole Hurtado
Catherine Jovanka
Shafira Khoirun Nisa
Khayaratul Kholidha
Kristian Soleman Kuli
Sondos M S Kullab
Bagus Aditya Kurniawan
Nabila Wijaya Laksmi
Dewi Larasati
Muhtia Luchfl
Sinta Maharani
Dwike Aryanti Mamat
Cody Austin Miller

Bachelor of Science (continued)
Rajib Nur Mohammad
Marianne Heiga Moniaga
Ghaywan Muhebes
Achnes Choirun Nisa'
Torrey Alexander Petersen
Angelina Alicya Putri
Rezky Putri
Widyatna Maharani Putri
Jelita Widi Rahmasanti
Dea Agatha Rahmasari
Rahmawati Rahmati
Veranika Rahmatanty
Muhammad Akbar Ramadhan
Indah Putri Ramadhani
Muhammad Saputra
Chesia Dwi Sara
Nurul Habiba Septira
Fani Fafa Taia
Avinda Asyaro Taqhsya
Taufiq Taufiqurrahman
Putri Tesalonika
Nyayu Rohaya Tridanisa
Utari Trinita
Firmina Wenni
Irga Firastr Sephira Tavia Wibowo
Celeste Mae Williams
Maya Primeradama Yanti
Eugenia Jean Yovini
Natasya Alief Zhafira

Master of Science
Dalal Alashour
Yujie Chen
Chad George
Jerri-Lynn Kincade
Tu Minh Le
Sayali Aravind Mangale
Henry Tran
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science
Shahad Ababtain
Nur Ayah Abbas
Bimo Aditya
Abdulrahman Mohammed Alabdullah
Fatmah Alabdullah
Mohammed Alawami
Mohammed A H M R Alazemi
Mohammed Alboori
Feras Hussian Aldubaisy
Othman Ali Alghannam
Mohammad A A KH Alhaddad
Abduwlahab Khaled Alkhateeb
Ahmad Saud M Alkhomri
Ali Yousef Alqattan Sr.
Saood Alsebeey
Manayer Haitham Alshammari
Abdullah Alwasmi Sr.
Odilia Paska Apriliana
Jo Arai
Gemintang Asri
Erni Dwi Astuti
Windy Pui Astutik
Bambang Tri Atmojo
Hawraa Abdullah Bahzad
Abdulaziz Bawazir
Suroyo Bimantoro
Imam Maghfir Ramadhan Burhanuddin
Taufiq Candra
Fiella Pramysilia Citra
Krishna Dharma
Samuel Curtis Erickson
Rizal Ari Fando
Intan Fauziah
Sylvania Mulia Fauziyyah
Handy Ferdian
Juned Rizky Firmansyah
Rosa Amelia Fitri
Vanessa Caroline Friedman
Angelica Maria Gutierrez
Hussain Ali A A M J Hadi
Ellen Dianna Hales
Melly Desfa Handayani
Zahra Ali Hassan
Annisa Nur Hayati
Ananda Heryni
Dina Amalia Hizwati
Stanford Royal Hurley
Alexus Nicole Hurtado
Catherine Jovanka
Shafira Khoirun Nisa
Khayrotul Kholidha
Kristian Soleman Kuli
Sondos M S Kullab
Bagus Aditya Kurniawan
Nabila Wijaya Laksmi
Dewi Larasati
Muhtia Luchfi
Sinta Maharani
Dwike Aryanti Manat
Cody Austin Miller
Rajib Nur Mohammad
Marianne Helga Moniaga

Bachelor of Science (continued)
Ghazwan Muhebes
Achnes Choirun Nisa’
Torrey Alexander Petersen
Angelina Alycia Putri
Rezky Putri
Widyatna Maharani Putri
Jelita Widi Rahmasanti
Dea Agatha Rahmasari
Rahmawati Rahmawati
Veranika Rakhmatanty
Muhammad Akbar Ramadhan
Indah Putri Ramadhani
Muhammad Saputra
Chesia Dwi Sara
Nurul Habiba Septira
Fani Fafas Tafa
Avinda Asyaro Taghsya
Taufiq Taufiqurrahman
Putri Tesalonika
Nyayu Rohaya Tridanisa
Utari Trinita
Firmina Wenni
Irga Firastrl Sephira Tavia Wibowo
Celeste Mae Williams
Maya Primeradama Yanti
Eugenia Jean Yovini
Natasya Alief Zafira

Master of Science
Dalal Alashour
Yujie Chen
Chad George
Jerri-Lynn Kincade
Tu Minh Le
Sayali Aravind Mangale
Henry Tran

MATERIALS SCIENCE & ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science
Kaden Legrand Anderson
Wade Ben
Anthony Contreras
Jordan Xayvion Crawford
Michael Nathaniel Gibson
Nathan Gilbert
Jake Ryan Grifflke
Max Ferdinand Honebrink
Daniel Richard William Lepper
Tahir Mahmood
Brandon Scott Mishler
Lauren Moghimi
Kyler Reese Novotny
Priscilla Rios Limon
Erik Jonathan Struckmeyer
Connor Phelps Thorpe

Master of Science
Chayla M. Lee
Justin Matthew Palacios
Boshen Yang

Doctor of Philosophy
Catherine Klesner
Taehee Lee

INNOVATION, SUSTAINABILITY & ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Master of Engineering
Jennifer J. Wong
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science (continued)
Cameron M. Abril
Robert Paul Acker
Mohammad Bayu Nur Akbar
Ihza Lisiano Al Qushai
Abdulrahman Emad Al-Badawi
Mohammed Alkhalaf
Nurizzal Alqindi
Jihad Al-shirawi
Faris Saleh Alzahrani
Kohl Alan Anderson
Putri Angelica
Chris Angier
Savannah Rae Armstrong
Sam Atlas
Bilqist Imelisa Az Zahra
Emily Lauren Bauers
Massimo Biella
Edselmo Biondi
Joselyn Renee Bock
Sean Michael Brannon
Tevin R. Broadhead
Eveke Calixtro
Ben Callaghan
Shawn Koshy Cherian
Jose Andres Corrales
Angie Covarrubias
Jessica Lynn Crain
Josh Crest
Tiara Kusuma Dewi
Brandon Layne Duron
Fitri Endrasari
Patrick J. Eschenfelder
Hanifatuttaqiyyah Nur Fauzah
Ross Maxwell Felton
Logan Fenn
Nikolas Krisma Hadi Fernandez
Laela Nur Fitria
Francisco Garcia
Rebeca Maria Garcia
Petra Emelia Gee
Dara Ginanti
JJ Gorosave Jr.
Richard Robert Gospodarek
James William Greiner
Michaela Irene Guardado
Juan Guerrero Jr.
Benjamin Michael Heald
Haylee Dawn Howe
Cristian Samuel Huerta
Adam Humeres
Abdullah Mohammedmadani Ibrahim
Cody Jackson
Amelia Nuraiyah Quinsi Jemy
Devin Stuart Johnson
Peter Kanaichi Joyce
Wassim Khawam
Alyssa Rae Klix
Erik Edmon Knowles
Susannah Victoria Kohn
Daniel Kotlyar

Bachelor of Science (continued)
Daniel Alan Lansdown
Walker Stallard Lewis
Franklin Kevin Licos
Cameron Michael Lippon
Gabriel Lopez
Alejandra Loreto
David Elliott Lundberg
Conor McCarthy
Atom Roy Mingle
David Mingus
Ruben Miranda
Mohamed Ragheb Mohamed
Armando-Ruben Corrales Montano II
Spencer Ryan Moore
Doug Moss
Abraham Muasher
Dustin Tien Nguyen
Randy Nguyen
Jared Everett Northrup
Larasati Aprilliana Nugroho
Astrid Vanya Octavani
Maria Anggi Octaviani
Scott Ladd Omo
Jinhua Ouyang
Amarijit Vijakas Pandde
Jongkwang Park
Kevin Martin Partida
Josh Peters
Mark Robert Piazza
M. Alfin Prayogo
Desinta Dewi Ramadani
Valeria Guadalupe Rascon
Dava Renaldi
Diego Resendiz
Camytha Octanuryati Rochmad
Dominick Rosato
Ayu Candra Sekar Rusia
Trey Saari III
Tasya Diana Septiani
Adven Simarmata
David Joseph Simmons
Gabriel Ayrton Andares Sineri
Glenn Hanaya Sitompul
Adam Emmanuel Skora
Kingsley So
Shae Kathleen Sonderer
Kendall Elaine Staring
Jonah Daniel Stiffey
Mei Syaroh
Christian Luis Tagle
Adnan Maitham Taleb
Adam Anthony Tejada
Nicholas David Terranova
Nathan Freeman Thomas
Bethany Tolsma
Manny Valencia
Jake William Vartanian
Peter Joseph Gosan Vollmer
Josiah Daniel Wagner
Saraya Wallen

Bachelor of Science (continued)
Mason Richard Westmoreland
Morgan C. Wheeler
Afzan Khairul Wibisono
Alvin Wijayanta
Aidan Sean Willems
Mary Jayne Yazzie-Umberger
Musafir Yetti
Michael Douglas Ziska
Siti Zulaikah

Master of Science
Eli Ruben Barber
Kyle Jacob Daniels
Andrew Bryan Hartman
Youra Jun
Mingi Kang
Sean Rowlands
Homa Shayan
Brandon Thomas Swartz
Laqshya Taneja
Harrison Taylor Thurgood

Doctor of Philosophy
Seyed Saeed Ahmadisoleymani
Ladan Bahrainirad
Mohammad Maadani
Sahand Sabat

MINING ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science
Ryan Scott Amos
Alexandra Jazzeline Contreras
Jake Cramer
Nick Overleas
Raul Antonio Padilla Jr.
Will Peterson
Philip Evan Sommitz
Luis Fernando Soto
Garrett Reid Szura
Bryan Michael Zormeier
MINING, GEOLOGICAL & GEOPHYSICAL ENGINEERING

Master of Engineering
Shayna Tawny Avila
Francis Anthony Dello Buono
Kimberly Denise Dodson
Sandro Abdon Ferrarone
Karl Stephen Francisque
Ian Mawuli Gidigasu
Maxim Roman Liber
Thanri Joanna Meyers
Hossein Siavoshi
Joshua Woosley
Morgan Zhao

Master of Science
Myagmarjav Battur
Mohit Gurmukh Butani
Veronica Amanda Cordova Rubina
Echo Li
Klaus Pacheco Hague
Orlando Palomino
Marc Philipp Peters
Julio Quijas de Lara
Molly R. Radwany
Maria Nathalie Risso
Thomas Derwin Tuten

Doctor of Philosophy
Gail Heath
Hyeongmin Kang
Fatemeh Molaei
Jiajia Wu
Metin Yildirim

OPTICAL SCIENCES

Master of Science
Cedar Glen Andre
Katherine Jeanne Armstrong
Sean Ashley
Jacob Barker
Matthew Nien Yi Barnum
Orkhongua Batjargal
Rahul Kumar Bhadani
Mark Robert Burgener
Edwin Ronald Casco
Nicolás Iokepa Colon
Damon Marco Colpo
Xianyue Deng
Sanja Dmitrovic
Kimberly Jolene Doty
Craig Thomas Draper
Jiafan Guan
Divya Guruprasad
Zackary Kyle Hatfield
James Heath
Timothy John Hefferan
Seyed Hossein Hosseini
Madison Athena Jean
Amit Kumar Jha
Hyukmo Kang
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